Policy 03:100 – Tuition Policy for Non-Resident Students Receiving a Partial or Full Scholarship in Recognition of a Particular Talent or Ability

Pursuant to the authority granted to it by Alabama Code §16-64-2 (b)(3), the University of Montevallo (“UM”) Board of Trustees (“Board”) authorizes resident tuition rates to apply to those full-time, undergraduate non-resident students receiving a partial or full scholarship award in recognition of a particular talent or ability, provided such student possessed the talent or ability at the time of initial enrollment and maintains continuous scholarship eligibility at UM.

For purposes of this policy, the term “partial or full scholarship in recognition of a particular talent or ability” is defined as:

- Any scholarship awarded by UM based on a student’s demonstrated academic talent pursuant to a recommendation by a UM academic department (e.g., Musical Theatre) or a tryout/selection process administered by a UM academic department;
- Any scholarship awarded by UM based on a student’s demonstrated non-academic talent pursuant to a recommendation by a UM non-academic department (e.g., Athletics) or a tryout/selection process administered by a non-academic department;
- Any other scholarship awarded by UM or the UM Foundation that is determined by the President of UM or his or her designee to be awarded based on a particular talent or ability of the student.

The Board recognizes that the specific requirements governing the aforementioned scholarships (e.g. eligibility and renewal criteria) are outlined in other administrative documents and may be revised from time to time. The Board authorizes the President of UM to develop any additional procedures regarding implementation of this policy as he or she deems appropriate.
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